Wiring diagram for fog lights

Fog lights are a great do-it-yourself add-on for a car or truck. Properly installed and wired, these
lights make it much easier to drive in foggy conditions as they light the road much better than
normal headlights. While proper wiring for fog lights is not just adding a wire and a switch it's
not difficult and is a task that a car owner can do himself in less than an hour. Mount the circuit
breaker and relay the Signal Stat is easy to wire and has a mounting tab near the battery. Use a
small self-tapping screw and mount to a metal part of the car. The radiator support generally
works well for this. Drive the screw with the electric drill and socket. Use a short piece of gauge
wire with a solderless female spade connector on one end, and a solderless ring terminal on the
other. Place the relay mounting screw through the ring terminal before mounting the relay to the
body to ground the relay. Connect the spade connector to terminal 87 on the relay. Connect a
length of gauge wire from the positive terminal of the vehicle battery to one side of the circuit
breaker. Make the connections using solderless ring connectors. Connect the other side of the
circuit breaker to terminal 85 on the relay. Use a piece of gauge wire fitted with a ring terminal
and a female spade connector to make the connections. Run a piece of gauge wire from
terminal 30 to the toggle switch. Install the switch within easy, safe, reach of the driver. Connect
a wire from a fused power source to the center terminal of the switch and the wire from terminal
30 to the other switch terminal. Lowell is a freelance writer who has been writing professionally
since June , with articles appearing on various websites. A mechanic and truck driver for more
than 40 years, Lowell is able to write knowledgeably on many automotive and mechanical
subjects. He is currently pursuing a degree in English. How to Wire Fog Lights by K. Step 1
Mount the fog lights as low as possible on the front of the vehicle. Step 2 Mount the circuit
breaker and relay the Signal Stat is easy to wire and has a mounting tab near the battery. Step 3
Use a short piece of gauge wire with a solderless female spade connector on one end, and a
solderless ring terminal on the other. Step 4 Connect a length of gauge wire from the positive
terminal of the vehicle battery to one side of the circuit breaker. Step 5 Connect the other side of
the circuit breaker to terminal 85 on the relay. Step 6 Connect the fog lights to terminal 86 using
gauge wire. Things You'll Need Automotive relay Inline 10 amp circuit breaker Self tapping
screws Electric drill and socket for self-tapping screw gauge primary wire 14 gauge primary
wire Toggle switch Fog lights. Mount both of the lamps at the same height. Grille guards, light
bars and bull bars make excellent mounting platforms. Cutting of air dam or front bumper cover
my be required for custom installations. Position the lamps at an equal distance from the center
of the vehicle and as far apart as possible. Make sure the auxiliary lamps do not restrict coolant
airflow to the radiator or obstruct the factory headlamps, turn signals, or marker lamps of your
vehicle. Consult your local and state regulations regarding minimum and maximum mounting
height above the ground or specific lighting requirements. Note: This is a general wiring
diagram for automotive applications. Use as reference only. Your lamp kit harness my have
different wire colors. This hook up does away with the headlight lamp connection. Loosen the
stud or bolts securing the fog or driving lamp to the bracket to adjust the lights up or down.
Loosen the mounting bolts to the vehicle to adjust the lights left and right. Position the vehicle
on a flat surface at a distance of 25 feet 7. Measure the distance from the center of the lamp to
the ground and mark off the same height on the wall. For Fog Lamps, adjust them so the top of
the light beam is 4 inches mm below the center line mark on the wall. For Driving Lamps, adjust
them so the bright spot of the beam pattern is on the centerline mark on the wall. Automotive
Accessories Connection. Your car, truck, van, crossover, suv and auto accessories dealer on
the web since Anything on our web site is quoted in US government dollars. Currency
Converter. Quantity discounts available. Copyright: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , Mounting Mount both of
the lamps at the same height. Automotive Light Color Temperature. Cargo Management. Interior
Auto Accessories. Automotive Lighting. Exterior Accessories. Towing Accessories. Truck Bed
Tonneau Covers. Wiring Diagram Sample. Avoid shortages and malfunctions when electrical
wiring your car's electronics. Effectively read a wiring diagram, one provides to learn how
typically the components inside the program operate. For instance , if a module is powered up
also it sends out a new signal of half the voltage plus the technician will not know this, he'd
think he offers a challenge, as this individual would expect a 12V signal. Following diagrams is
reasonably simple, but applying it within the range of how the machine operates is a new
different matter. Our best advice is not only look at the diagram, nevertheless understand how
the constituents operate when in use. Read wiring diagrams from negative to positive plus
redraw the routine as a straight line. For DIY electricians, there's a lot of jumbled up information
of what you ought to or ought not to do. Electricity is very dangerous and can simply lead to
electrocution, so you need to call an emergency electrician for sensitive cabling cases.
However, you may work on minimal electrical wiring in your house provided you follow safety
measures. To make you better at wiring, here are some reliable tips and techniques you need to
perfect. You will be in a much better position to guard yourself and work better. An RCD

residual current device is one of the most important things to have in your circuits. It is placed
on plug outlets or blend boxes to prevent electric shock in the case of a DIY blunder. RCDs are
devices that are used to monitor the flow of current through a particular circuit, and they cut off
the present whenever it runs through an unintended path. So if you accidentally touch a live
wire, the RCD would discover the irregular flow of the current and immediately switch off the
circuit. This particular keeps both your family safe. Having the right tools at hand is also a
important aspect of electrical work. For instance, avoid using knives as opposed to strippers
when stripping your wires. Knives may weaken the line by notching the copper inside. Go for
linesman pliers rather than the ordinary slip-joint huge pliers when intending to twist wires.
Typically the ordinary pliers would give you a loose connection that may cause trouble in
future. Also, ensure you've received a tester to test the volts of the cables before and after
working on them. Terminal cable connections would be the conclusion factors of wires, where a
connection with another circuit occurs. They are some of the most typical connections,
specifically if you're working together with receptacles and changes. Terminal connections
undergo a lot of stress, and weak joints easily loosen. So here's the key. When wrapping a wire
around the terminal screw, do it in a clockwise direction. That way, the screw tightens the
relationship as it will go in. Also ensure that all the wire that's wrapped around the attach is
stripped. Within case which terminal slot, you should be extra careful. Strip the wire ideal such
that no padding goes underneath the slot, and no bare wire is left. Any problems here may
cause the wire to touch the ground wire or box. Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. Electric Motor Switch Radio Latest. Best tricks and
techniques in home electrical wiring For DIY electricians, there's a lot of jumbled up information
of what you ought to or ought not to do. Facebook Tweet Pin. Driving lights and fog lights came
about as car owners navigated the twisting turning by-ways of misty England. Powerful lighting
was necessary to illuminate the road ahead for potential hazards to be successfully identified
and avoided. In addition, foggy and wet conditions caused by road spray obliterated the edges
of poorly crowned roads. The fog lights are mounted and ready for power. After a few
smoke-filled incidents I am much more careful. My Volvo S may not be British, but it does use
many components common to the cars of England. I picked up two vintage fog lights at a yard
sale and these will be installed on my Volvo. My lamps are vintage and each unit reads 35 watts.
I will be using gauge wire, which handles up to Amps are a measure of current flow; volts are a
measure of the force behind the flow of current. To protect my gauge wiring I will be installing
amp inline fuses. This will ensure that you blow the fuse before you burn the wire. I will need
several colors of gauge wire: black, green, white, and red. The reason is simple, the color
identifies the purpose of each wire and if I ever have a problem I can track it down using my
wiring diagram. Here is what I need to complete the job:. Before cutting any wire, a good
diagram is in order. Draw a diagram on plain white paper with wire gauge noted and colors
identified. Each component must be labeled. This wiring diagram will stay with the car so make
it neat and easily readable. Pictured is my wiring diagram for installing two fog lights with fuses,
a switch, and a relay. Relays are an important component in wiring fog or driving lights with a A
draw. Basically, the relay protects the switch from getting hot and creating unwanted
resistance. The low current through the switch triggers the relay to make a higher current
connection to the heavy load of the fog lights. If you purchased your relay from a reputable
source, it will have numbered terminals, which aid greatly in connecting everything correctly.
The fog lights are positioned first, the switch second, and the relay last. Since the switch will be
on the dash and the fog lights at the front of the car, the only location decision to be made
concerns the relay. I want the relay in a protected place near the front of the car. It needs to be
near a 12V power source. I have chosen a position on the inner fender arch away from heat, but
protected from road spray. Use a test light to confirm your power sources for both the relay and
the switch. I will splice into this wire so that my fog lights will work only when the low beams
are on. I found a hot connection at the fuse block for the switch. Both of these 12V power lines
need a amp inline fuse. A three way connection is made to the power source for both lights.
Now you are ready to run your wires according to the wiring diagram. Keep wires close to an
existing wire loom and be careful of loops and sagging wires, which may snag on a moving
component of the car. Do not add the crimped ends to any of the wires until all the wires are in
place. Cut and leave about 6 inches of extra wire at every terminal point. Start with the ground
connections for each component. This must be done for the switch, the relay and each of the
fog-lights. Drill the required hole in your dash for the switch; leave the switch free for the
moment. I like to start wiring everything together at the switch and work my way toward the
relay and the front of the car. The switch has two remaining terminals. The last terminal on the
switch connects to the power source. This white wire will need a 10 amp inline fuse and is
connected to the fuse block. The relay is wired next. The power source for the relay is drawn

from the low beam wire of the left headlight, as noted above. The fog lights each have two wires,
one for ground and one for the 12V power. One of these wires from each fog light has already
been connected to ground. Finally, attach the switch to the dash and the relay to its location. A
test is in order before you use the lock ties and button everything up. Turn on the ignition and
hit your switch. Nothing should happen. Toggle the switch and see that the lights work properly.
Use lock ties to secure all wires. You are now ready to move about the country! Tagged: driving
lights , fog lights , how to , Ric Glomstad , tech tips , wiring. June 16, October 22, August 9, pm
Ed Hargrove. Ric, Compliments on a well-written and informative article, but I have to offer one
criticism. Fog is a problem for drivers because it reflects most of the light from standard low
beam lamps, and much of that occurs because of the beam pattern, the way headlight lenses
aim and disperse the light. Nothing can do that in fog except maybe infrared or radar. For that
reason, in heavy fog meaning the kind where your low beams are not very helpful , to see an
improvement you must turn off the headlights and turn on the fog lights. August 14, am Han van
Pelt. You must not use regular lights in combination with fog lights. True fog lights, correctly
used, are a fantastic asset during heavy snow falls. September 13, am Rusty Tools. If I
understand correctly, you have the power for the new lights tapped off the low-beam source,
and the power for the relay coming from the fuse-block. Would it be better to reverse them and
have the new lights coming from the fuse-block and the switch wiring off the low-beam wire?
Functionality remains the same. December 14, am FinnishSmart. I agree â€” assuming the
switch activates the connection between 30 and 87on the relay, I would have thought 30 on the
relay should be connected to the fuse-block and the low current supply to the switch from the
low-beam wire. September 21, am Ron Dubiel. Many years ago, I was driving late at night on a
rural country road in very thick fog. I had maybe foot visibility. As I was coming around the
mountain, all I saw was a single light. February 26, pm Ric Glomstad. My goof! I wanted the
driving lights connected with the low beams to be legal in Washington Stateâ€¦hence I tied the
wiring as written. Thanks for the comments, guys. There are sharp folk out there! Now, I better
rewire my system. July 13, pm Nicholas. Your article was the only one that i found on the web
with clear and simple instructions Cheers Nicholas Sydney Australia. February 6, pm Robert.
This article was very helpful, as well as were the critical comments. Faced with criticism
gentlemanly criticism, but criticism none-the-less , he remained humble and in the end learned
something himself. Proverbs Instruct a wise man and he will be wiser still; teach a righteous
man and he will add to his learning. February 16, pm Tom Pearson. I am a big believer in having
a bright red rear foglight on my autos. Common in Europe as both factory equipment on some
makes of cars and after market on others. Hella USA used to import a couple different rear fog
lights and a really neat switch that could allow just the rear fog light to operate, allow just the
front fog lights to operate and a combo of both. Alas, no longer availiable at least in the USA.
Wired to work separately or with front factory fogs. The PIA unit is somewhat expensive but far
less than having some idiot smack you in the rear in foggy weather because he was driving too
fast for conditons. May 7, am Alex. Do I have to cut in to the wires at the head lamps to make the
driving lights work? April 16, pm Sonia. Hello, I want to wire 5 LED spot lights to one switch,
each light has puts out 35 watts and my jeep puts out Can I do this using one switch? How
many fuses do I need and what size? Can all 5 use the same relay? Do u have a diagram for this
application? What size Guage do I need? Can I connect all 5 red wires together then run one
single red wire to the engine compartment? Same for the black wires? May 14, pm alfi. May 15,
am nikasj. March 11, am Jcoleman. HI, instead of a 3 prong switch can i use 4 prong switch for
spot lights if so can you tell me what prongs i use for the wires. April 1, pm Richard Maitia. My
hat is off to the author very nice accepting constructive criticism and learning like the rest of us.
Also thanks to the person correcting or adding additional information, many would have gone
and said nothing. A nice plus for those that do not know. July 22, am Cesar Solorio. Great post
man! Thank you! September 27, am 2. I am writing to ask a follow-up question about the gauge
of wire for my Austin Healey Sprite MkI lighting. I know that 16 gauge is too large because that
is used for several non-lighting circuits in my Sprite. Can you tell me the specification for MkI
Sprite lighting? It is probably 14 gauge or 12 gauge. Thanks for your article and work for sports
car owners. Sid Nau Kansas City, Missouri. January 12, am Jack Hemming. Should I change the
relay connection of 85 and Also is a 2 connection switch OK? April 22, pm Dwight Magee. Hi, I
purchased a Moss relay kit for my headlights and it works great. I recently purchased two
driving lights Can I join these driving lights into the high beam relay so they operate off the high
beam switch along with the high beams? December 28, am DingusDan!! I just want to know how
to take a set of LED fog lights. Inteded for a vehicle and instead wire them to a normal
household plug in and make them work? August 30, am Larry Vern. Thank you for the info.
Explained very well. My ML Benz has factory fog lights and I often drive at night with both
headlights and fog lights even without fog as the fog lights help reveal the infamous Jersey pot

holes. And I agree also looks cool. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the
next time I comment. A tidy wiring diagram is a must. The relay location must be well protected.
Belighted Volvo! You may also like August 9, pm Ed Hargrove Ric, Compliments on a
well-written and informative article, but I have to offer one criticism. September 13, am Rusty
Tools Great write-up! Detailed and easy to follow, and a simple solution to a common question.
Thanks Reply. December 14, am FinnishSmart I agree â€” assuming the switch activates the
connection between 30 and 87on the relay, I would have thought 30 on the relay should be
connected to the fuse-block and the low current supply to the switch from the low-beam wire.
Your article was the only one that i found on the web with clear and simple instructions Cheers
Nicholas Sydney Australia Reply. A toast to humility! May we all find the happiness that brings,
and spreadsâ€¦ Proverbs Instruct a wise man and he will be wiser still; teach a righteous man
and he will add to his learning. February 16, pm Tom Pearson I am a big believer in having a
bright red rear foglight on my autos. May 7, am Alex Nice write up! April 16, pm Sonia Hello, I
want to wire 5 LED spot lights to one switch, each light has puts out 35 watts and my jeep puts
out May 14, pm alfi Do you need to earth the switch because it has a light to indicate it is on? If
not then why? May 15, am nikasj The switch should be grounded. March 11, am Jcoleman HI,
instead of a 3 prong switch can i use 4 prong switch for spot lights if so can you tell me what
prongs i use for the wires Reply. April 1, pm Richard Maitia My hat is off to the author very nice
accepting constructive criticism and learning like the rest of us. July 22, am Cesar Solorio Great
post man! September 27, am 2 I am writing to ask a follow-up question about the gauge of wire
for my Austin Healey Sprite MkI lighting. April 22, pm Dwight Magee Hi, I purchased a Moss
relay kit for my headlights and it works great. August 30, am Larry Vern Thank you for the info.
All Rights Reserved. Brothers factory style wiring modules are not only easy to use and install,
but they also boast the highest quality and provide the exact fitment and. Not really a prob but
does anybody have wiring diagram for a 94 chevy suburban? Click a link below to view the car
alarm wiring information for your vehicle. Scania p trucks with smaller cabs are focused on a
segment of lighter vehicles with engines up to hp. So i bought a light kit with fog lights, switch,
and wiring harness with attached relay and inline fuse. A wide variety of fog light relay wiring
options are available to you, such as insulation material, application, and conductor material.
Thunderbolt 4 ignition wiring diagram , wiring diagram explain , ramsey winch motor wiring
diagram , 3 way switch wiring diagram with 1 light , rules for block diagram reduction , honda
shadow vtc wiring diagram , volvo d16 engine diagram , e39 air suspension wiring diagram. You
must be logged in to post a comment. Facebook 0 Tweet 0 Pin 0. Leave a Comment Cancel reply
You must be logged in to post a comment. Not just will it enable you to attain your required
outcomes faster, but additionally make the whole procedure easier for everybody. This e-book
can demonstrate for being the perfect tool for all individuals who wish to create a
well-organized and well-planned working surroundings. Wiring Diagram comes with a number
of easy to stick to Wiring Diagram Instructions. It is meant to aid all the typical consumer in
creating a correct system. These instructions will probably be easy to grasp and use. With this
manual, you will be capable to see how each and every element ought to be linked and also the
exact actions you ought to take in order to successfully complete a specific task. Wiring
Diagram consists of several detailed illustrations that show the relationship of varied things. It
includes instructions and diagrams for various varieties of wiring methods along with other
things like lights, home windows, and so on. Every one of such ideas are illustrated with useful
illustrations. Wiring Diagram not just gives in depth illustrations of what you can do, but in
addition the methods you should stick to whilst doing so. It will permit you to grasp different
approaches to sophisticated issues. In addition, Wiring Diagram gives you the time body by
which the tasks are to become finished. You will be capable to learn exactly when the tasks
needs to be completed, which makes it much simpler to suit your needs to properly control your
time. Wiring diagram also offers beneficial recommendations for projects which may need some
extra equipment. This guide even contains ideas for added materials that you could want in
order to finish your assignments. It will be in a position to supply you with further gear like
conductive tape, screwdrivers, wire nuts, etc. Wiring Diagram includes each examples and
step-by-step directions that would permit you to really construct your venture. Wiring Diagrams
are created to be easy to know and easy to construct. You can always count on Wiring Diagram
as an crucial reference that will enable you to conserve money and time. With all the assist of
this e-book, you can easily do your own personal wiring tasks. Furthermore, this guide provides
practical ideas for many distinct tasks which you will likely be capable to finish. Not just will it
enable you to achieve yourâ€¦. With such an illustrative manual, you will be capable of
troubleshoot, prevent, and complete your assignments with ease. Not only will it help you
accomplish your desired results more quickly,â€¦. With this kind of an illustrative guide, you will
be able to troubleshoot, avoid, and complete your assignments easily. Not only will it assist you

to attain yourâ€¦. Telephone Junction Box Wiring Diagram. Buy Here Foglight Wiring Diagram.
Not only will it enable you to achieve your desired results quicker, but additionally make the
whole process less difficult for everybody. This guide can prove to be the ideal instrument for
all these who wish to produce a well-organized and well-planned working atmosphere. Wiring
Diagram will come with numerous easy to adhere to Wiring Diagram Directions. It is meant to
assist all of the common consumer in creating a suitable method. These instructions will
probably be easy to grasp and apply. With this particular guidebook, you will be able to
determine how every element ought to be linked and also the actual steps you should consider
as a way to effectively full a certain job. Wiring Diagram contains several detailed illustrations
that show the connection of varied things. It contains instructions and diagrams for different
types of wiring techniques along with other items like lights, home windows, and so on. Each
one of these tips are illustrated with useful examples. Wiring Diagram not only offers in depth
illustrations of whatever you can perform, but in addition the processes you need to adhere to
whilst doing so. Not just is it possible to find various diagrams, however, you can also get
step-by-step guidelines for a specific undertaking or matter that you would like to know more
details on. In addition, Wiring Diagram provides you with enough time frame during which the
tasks are to be completed. You may be able to learn exactly when the projects should be
finished, that makes it much simpler for you personally to properly handle your time and effort.
Wiring diagram also provides helpful ideas for assignments that might require some added
equipment. This book even includes suggestions for additional provides that you could require
as a way to finish your tasks. It will be in a position to supply you with further tools like
conductive tape, screwdrivers, wire nuts, and so forth. Wiring Diagram contains both
illustrations and step-by-step directions that will allow you to actually develop your project. This
really is useful for the two the individuals and for specialists who are seeking for more
information on how to set up a working surroundings. Wiring Diagrams are made to be easy to
comprehend and easy to build. You can discover this guide easy to utilize and also very
inexpensive. You are able to always count on Wiring Diagram being an essential reference that
can help you conserve money and time. Using the assist of this guide, you can very easily do
your personal wiring assignments. Moreover, this e-book provides practical recommendations
for a lot of different assignments that you will probably be capable to finish. With this kind of an
illustrative guidebook, you will be able to troubleshoot, avoid, and full your tasks with ease. Not
merelyâ€¦. With this kind of an illustrative guide, you are going to have the ability to
troubleshoot, avoid, and complete your assignments with ease. Buy Here Ballast Wiring
Diagramballast wiring diagram â€” You will need a comprehensive, professional, and easy to
comprehend Wiring Diagram. With such an illustrative guide, you will be able to troubleshoot,
avoid, and complete your projects easily. Not only will it assist you to attainâ€¦. Gallery of
Foglight Wiring Diagram. Coil Wiring Diagram. Inhere we also present the two methods of
connecting or arranging the fog light which is positive or. Locate the low beam or high beam
light lead on one headlamp by using a circuit tester. Fog light wiring diagram with relay. Failure
to do so would cause excessive heat in the wiring and switch and create a risk of fire. Pictured
is my wiring diagram for installing two fog lights with fuses a switch and a relay. It is for this
reason that we present here the proper way to wire a fog light systems. Wiring diagram and the
sequence below. How to wire your light using a relay the relay will have 4 points on it marked 30
87 85 and Installing new fog lights on your vehicle can greatly improve your visibility in poor
weather conditions. This is caused by the amount of power being drawn by the high output
lights or accessories. Before cutting any wire a good diagram is in order. Each component must
be labeled. Most kits come with detailed instructions on how to install them and are designed
for those with little to no wiring experience. When the coil of the relay is energized 12v from the
high beam switch to terminal 86 ground on terminal 85 the normally closed contacts open
interrupting 12v to the fog. This is a general wiring diagram for automotive applications. Fog
lights off with high beams on relay wiring diagram. Draw a diagram on plain white paper with
wire gauge noted and colors identified. Learn what a relay is how it works and why you should
use one. The lamps and relay harness are to be used only with 12 volt automotive. Use as
reference only. Use the following procedure. Power 12v to the fogs lights passes
93 ford ranger firing order
05 toyota matrix
starter for toyota camry 2002
through the normally closed contacts of the relay terminals 30 and 87a. Connect the end of the.
Turn on the low beam headlamps. This wiring diagram will stay with the car so make it neat and
easily readable. Learn how to wire a relay for off road led light bars and work lights. A relay
works by using a switch to run 12 volts to the relay. Your lamp kit harness my have different

wire colors. If you do not install a relay and use a switch you could end up overheating the
switch melting the wires and reducing the current that is getting to your lights making them less
bright. Before connecting any wires disconnect the negative battery terminal. Fog light aiming
there are two important issues to address when installing fog lights the first is. Whenever wiring
off road lights its important to add a relay to the wiring. Wiring Diagram For 3 Way Switch. Led
Tube Light Wiring Diagram. Skip to content. For anything above 30w we recommend installing a
relay. Share this: Facebook Tweet WhatsApp.

